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New joiners

I’m new to the club, how do I find out about how things work?

Our website has most of the information about our club, including how grades work and the annual
events calendar.  We are constantly trying to improve the information on there so that it is useful for
parents and gymnasts.  We welcome any specific suggestion on how we can do this better.
www.cegc.btck.co.uk

The latest news and photos are posted on our Facebook page, and communicated by email to the
membership.

How do I order club kit?

Lynne Lister, a parent volunteer deals with all new and 2nd hand kit/clothing orders.
listergregg@hotmail.com

Training – children can wear their own leotard

Club leotards are compulsory for competitions
Club 2 piece section competition leotard – sky and navy blue, sleeveless Milano leotard
Club 4 piece section competition leotard – Teal and Navy ¾ sleeve Quatro leotard
Club Tracksuit top – Canterbury navy with white piping (highly encouraged)
Club T Shirt – white with club logo (optional)
Club Waterbottle (optional)
Club Rucksack (optional)
Teal or purple hair scrunchy to match leotard (optional)

Training

Does my child have the same coach all the time?

We try to allocate the same one or two coaches to coach each group every session.  The coaches
share groups so that they are able to sometimes work under the supervision of the head coaches, it
also allows the gymnast a bit of variety. We have seen some good progress as some gymnasts may
improve more with a different coach’s approach.

Why do some groups train at Tumbles whilst others never get a chance?

Although it would be ideal for all club members to be able to train at Tumbles, our club currently
doesn’t have enough time slots available to accommodate all of our gymnasts. We are trying to
change this.

Those gymnasts performing at National Level for 4 piece gymnastics need access to the enhanced
equipment at Tumbles for every training session.  Practice on shiny bar, tumble track and pits is
essential for them to attempt the harder skilled required to develop to the next level. On the other
hand, 2 piece gymnast, regional 4 piece gymnasts and most under 8 development gymnasts can
satisfy their skill improvement requirements with the equipment at Meadowbank, so tend to train
there.

Tumbles only came into existence in October 2013, before then all of our competitive gymnasts
trained at Meadowbank. It is easy to forget that we have been able to train excellent Regional and
National Level gymnasts at Meadowbank even though the facilities seem limited compared to
Tumbles.
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The club continues to press for additional hours at Tumbles, but we are competing against Edinburgh
Leisure’s recreational users as well as other clubs. We try to give our gymnasts who train at
Meadowbank the opportunity to train Tumbles on an ad hoc basis (eg during holidays).

The club seems so big, will my child get personal attention so that she can perform to the best of her
ability?

The club had over 120 competitive gymnasts in 2014. We maintain a ratio of 8 gymnasts to 1 coach in
the competitive section, each group has named coaches in charge of their development, who is at
least a Level 1 qualified coach. Coaches give verbal feedback at each session to the gymnasts, and
complete report cards in January each year. Parents and gymnasts are encouraged to ask their
coaches any questions about their development at the end of training sessions.

My child is not on the National or Elite pathway, will she have access to the most experienced
coaches in the club?

Our most experienced coaches Kat, Claire and Clare have split themselves up so that there should
always be one at each of the sessions. At present they are responsible for their own groups, and
these are usually National Grade or Elite gymnasts.  The club is working towards improving the depth
of our coaching team so that senior coaches are freed up to coach other groups on a rotational basis
too.

I hear that some gymnasts go away to training camps. Is this open to all gymnasts?

Once a year, gymnasts competing at the higher performance end of the club (training over 16
hrs/week) attend a residential training camp (last 2 years this has been at South Durham GC). The
skill requirement is set by the hosting club and are only open to children who have reached national
grades level, there are also very limited places available.  The coaches invite those gymnasts who
have reached the requisite skill level to attend, who they think will most benefit from the experience.

At the moment, the club does not take any other competitive gymnasts on residential camps. The
reason is that we still don’t have enough club coaches available to do this.  We do have this in our
plans for the future, and would welcome any parents to volunteer to help make this happen.

When we go to 2 piece competitions other clubs seem to do much better than we do, why is that?

It is CEGC’s policy to enter all of our 2 piece gymnasts into competitions. Many other clubs, who are
restricted with the equipment in their training facilities, only compete in 2 piece competitions. They
may have more gymnasts to choose from, and may only select their best gymnasts to compete.

Our 2 piece gymnasts train for 4 hours per week as compared with a minimum of 8 hrs per week for 4
piece gymnasts. For this amount of training, our 2 piece gymnasts perform extremely well.

Coaching

How do you develop the club’s coaches? :

Coach Development is one of the most important areas in the club’s strategic plan.  The Head
Coaches’ remit include setting out a coach education pathway for each coach.  The club supports
coaches financially in their continued professional development.

We encourages our own gymnasts over the age of 16 to train for a Level 1 assistant coaching
qualification. Through mentoring by more experience coaches and by giving financial help, we
support those wishing to move onto Level 2 Lead Coach qualification, and beyond.
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We encourage all our coaches to attend regular coach development workshops.

We have a parent volunteer position that is solely to organise training for coaches.

Should the coaches be using their phones at training?

Coaches should not be using their phones for personal calls, texts or playing games whilst at club
training sessions.

Sometimes, they will be using their phones to help them with their coaching –

1. To video gymnasts and post their new achievements and performances to our Facebook
page.

2. Video gymnasts to show them what they are doing and teach improvement areas.
3. Timing routines in preparation for competitions.
4. To access technical information.
5. To call gymnasts or parents.
6. Resolve issues at sessions at another venue.

If a parent suspects a coach of inappropriate use of their phone at a training session, they should
point the specific incident to the lead coach at the session in question. If they feel they cannot do this,
they should email the head coach as soon as possible stating the specific details of the incident
(when, where, who) so that it can be handled promptly.

Some of the assistant coaches look very young, are they qualified?

All coaches, regardless of age are fully qualified to British and Scottish gymnastics standards and
have to demonstrate capability of the job in exams before they can receive their qualification and
before they are asked to perform these duties within the club. New coaches can only start their
coaching at the age of 16. A pass at Level 1 only allows them to assist a lead coach in a class, they
are not allowed to be in charge of a session on their own. Lead coaches must hold a Level 2
qualification and be at least 18.

Our newest assistant coaches are usually gymnasts or ex gymnasts from our club. And although
qualified, they are still young and relatively inexperienced, many will be less confident when speaking
with parents of gymnasts.  Please can you direct any feedback and questions about your child’s
coaching to the lead coach rather than the assistant coach.

How do you make a complaint against a coach, gymnast or other club official?

If the issue relates to the training session, the parent/guardian should speak with the head coach (Kat
or Claire) present on the day/night so that the matter can be dealt with while the topic is most
relevant.

If a complaint relates to how a child is being treated, then Senga Reid is our Child Protection officer
and will deal with any queries or complaints.

If the issue is a wider one, then the parent/guardian can direct an email or letter to the chairperson
who is currently Catherine Ede.

There are also detailed disciplinary procedures documents on our website.

Training Hours

Can my child change group because the training time doesn’t suit us anymore?
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We will try to accommodate your request, but it may not be possible as we have to maintain our ratio
of 8 gymnasts to each coach.  The more notice the better. Email the head coaches with your request
(in the email subject line, write “Request to Change Training Hours”).

Can my child come to more training sessions, she wants to improve faster?

We will try to accommodate your request for more training hours if possible, please arrange a 1 to 1
meeting with one of the head coaches to discuss the possibilities.  There are however a number of
limitations:

1. Hall time is limited – we only have a certain number of hours at Tumbles, and the hall
capacity is limited to 60 gymnasts. We are working on trying to get more time, but this is not
looking likely in the short term.

2. Availability of quality Coaches - most of our coaches work for the club part time because they
cannot make a living from gymnastics coaching alone.

3. Maintain the coach ratio – 8 gymnasts to 1 coach

Gymnast Development / Progress Reporting

How can I find out about my child’s progress?

Watching – arrive half hour before pick-up to watch.  At Meadowbank, you are able to see through the
doors at the opposite end of the hall from the entrance.

Speak to the coach – We encourage parents to speak to coaches at the end of any of the sessions to
discuss their child.

Come into the gym – if a gymnast achieves a new skill, we welcome their parents to come into the
gym to see them performing that skill at the end of the session.

Watch the video – we film gymnasts achieving new skills and post on Facebook (your consent is
required)

Written reports – Our club has grown so much that we are having to redesign our written reporting
process. We hope to a new system up and running soon.

Is my child encouraged to ask the coach questions, or to clarify explanations she doesn’t understand?

We want gymnasts to feel they can ask their coaches questions.  It is part of training the gymnast to
teach them how to understand their own development.  Asking for feedback is an important part of
this.  Older gymnasts (over 12) are encouraged to take ownership of their own development by
helping to set their own development targets, and assessing their own performance.

Development of Elite Gymnasts

If my child has aspirations to compete at the Elite level, will she have to move clubs?

No. With the club’s three Level 4 coaches, we can support their development.  We have 7, 8 and 9
years on the beginning of this pathway.  Claire and Kat are concentrating on our elite section as well
as the development of club.  If one of their gymnast is successful enough to be selected for British
squad they will be eligible to do the Level 5 High Performance Coach (HPC) course. Kat and Claire
are getting the experience they need to become HPC coaches.  They regularly visit High Performance
clubs in England, attend British/Scottish squads and take gymnasts to British finals in order to get the
experience necessary to become HPCs. They have built up relationships with other British HPC.
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Scottish Gymnastics have indicated that in association with Sport Scotland, it will employ a HPC in
the Edinburgh/ East region, and we will have access to this coach to train our coaches.

Gymnasts staying in the Sport

Gymnasts usually give up before they’re 13, don’t they?

Gymnastics is similar to other sports in the tendency for girls to give up in their early teens. The club
realises the importance of keeping our older gymnasts interested in the sport and having a long term
role with City of Edinburgh Gymnastics Club. We have tried to address this over the last few years as
follows :

We try to keep older girls involved in the sport through Display Gymnastics. Trips to display events
across the UK keep the team motivated and closely bonded.

Another area is coaching. CEGC always needs good coaches and with coach development being one
of our key strategies, we are supportive of our competitive gymnasts to progress through coaching
qualifications with some assistance from the club. The latest examples of our older gymnasts moving
into coaching are Katherine Myles, Kim Masterton, Lucy Belcher, Charley Dicks, Natasha Adam and
we have another four girls starting their first level coaching in October 2014.

Fundraising & Volunteering

I already pay fees for my child to be at the club, why do we have to fundraise too?

We are one of the few Edinburgh Clubs that pays our qualified coaches for their coaching hours in the
gym (they donate many more voluntary administrative hours to the club).  We believe that is why we
have high quality, committed coaches. Our competitive gymnast spend a lot of time training (from 4-
16 hours per week), and this is expensive. We try to keep our competitive sections’ subscription and
coaching fees at a level that cover coaching and facility hire costs only. Any extras that the club needs
to develop, such as equipment, subsidies for kit, coach and volunteer education, training etc must be
paid for through other means. We also have a long term aspiration of having our own facility, so we
need to build reserves each year.

The Christmas display and club Championships, and supermarket bag packing exercises all generate
much needed additional funds.  We also apply for funding from grant making bodies, and plan for our
recreational section to make a surplus.

I pay fees for my child to be at the club, why do I get asked to volunteer?

Like most competitive amateur sports clubs, our club is a members’ association – The club is not a
commercial business, it is owned and run by the members (ie gymnasts, their parents, and the
coaches).

We do pay our coaches for their coaching time, and some administrative work which is too onerous to
be carried out by volunteers is paid for. But the overall responsibility for the club rests with the
voluntary Executive Committee, made up by elected parent volunteers, and the head coaches. In
addition to the Executive Committee, there are many other roles that need parent volunteers, like
running social events, kit orders, updating the website etc.

It is partly the ethos of the club, and partly to keep subscriptions fees down, that we rely on volunteers
to carry out many functions in our club.
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Recreational Gymnastics

I thought this was a competitive club, why do we have so many recreational gymnasts?

The main focus of the club when it was set up was developing competitive gymnasts.  We want the
club to be financially self-sufficient, and not rely on governing body or other grants for our day to day
running costs.  To make sure that the club has the coaching expertise to develop National Grade and
Elite gymnasts, we need a much larger base of gymnasts to help us pay for this.

Another aim of our club is to provide gymnastics for all. We recognise that not everyone wants to or
can compete. There are still many positive benefits of taking part in gymnastics once a week. For
these reasons, the club will continue to grow our recreational section.

Other

How do you pick the gymnasts that appear in club promotional material?

Photos on the website and club promotional material are selected from those taken at official events,
and by the coaches after getting parental consent. We try to choose a variety of gymnasts from all
sections of the club.

Occasionally a last minute request is made by Edinburgh Leisure, Scottish Gymnastics or another
body to for pictures of gymnasts.  We have to get parental consent at very short notice, and arrange
logistics, so tend to just use the group who was the gym at the time.


